
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Math: We will continue our focus on counting and 

cardinality. We will review our numbers 0-10 and 

building corresponding sets. We will look at how we 

can group our sets so we can utilize our subitizing.  

Letterland: We will focus on Dippy Duck, Harry Hat 

Man and Munching Mick this week.          

Reading: We will focus on using our pictures to help 

support us as we put our focus on our words. We will 

also explore the character’s feelings by analyzing 

pictures. We will work on changing our voices to 

show how the characters feel.    

Writing: We are using our drawings to show where 

their story took place and who was involved in their 

story. We are looking at adding dominant sounds 

and snap words to represent a sentence about 

their picture.  

Specials This Week…. 

Monday: Art 

Tuesday: Health & Fitness 

Wednesday: Music 

Thursday: LOGIC 

Friday: PE 

Upcoming Dates: 
October 11  Roar & Run @ 11:50 

Oct 14-18   Spirit Week 

October 29  Fall Pictures 

October 30     End of Quarter 1 

October 31  Superhero Dress up Day 

November 1  Teacher Workday 

November 8  Field Trip 

   Report cards come home 

News and Updates: 
 Library books will be coming home again today. If they did not bring back their book from last week, they did 

not get a new book. If you would like to return the books to our room before their next Library day, feel free to 

do so and we can hold them in our library bin.  

 Thank you for all of your contributions to the Fun Run. We had so much fun today! Please check Dojo for some 

videos and pictures!  

 

From PTA: 
 If you have any clipped Box Tops, please turn those in before 10-21.  

Classroom  
Wish List 

  

Index Cards 

Colored Pencils 

Kindergarten News 
October 11, 2019   MKing4@wcpss.net 

https://mrskingles.weebly.com/ 

In Class This Week…. 

Homework: 
Homework is due next Friday (October 18th). 

Math: Practice writing numerals using correct formation 
and create a matching representation.     

  

Letterland: Write A and D using correct letter formation 
and match the pictures to the beginning sound.    

 

Needed in Class: 

Construction Paper 

 

 


